
Experimental data and
Anomalous dimensionsL5

mental dataA/ Experi
Too much calculating indoors is not

recommended by doctors so let's go

out a compara with experiment

say an experimentalist deduced the
value -ov the local term in the

6. - joint empitude by measuring the

differential cross section

*

6
+

+ b -> 4
+

+ 4 + 48+ 4

to find a value Mlocal and
the energy at which their experient
gerated is KIR :

Then our computator gives

Micae (Kr)= -



where 8=I as we foundota

we want to write production in
term of observed parametes so define

en) - E ( )
Now use CE to mute the sughtude
foray

K

Mea(k)= (M)
2

A (1 - 82l(M])
= 11 + / +O()=R

so given US0 we have that it
we refeat the experiment & higher
eergia the effective coupling increases !



B) Anomalous dimensions
The example we looked at showed

that after vary contact with
experiment the effect is a logantma
vanction with the scale of your
experimenta ↑ disappears

The un-physicalness of pe
can

be further exploited to obtain He

reoralisation
group

evolution.

Let's revisit the example &
demand that the final result have no

pe dependence

↑ - U())) = 0

8

= (1 -88(M(A))
= UC6

subleading



loopWe are in a expansion ,
so solving

theaquation perturbatively
get

c = 1 UC (po)= ( + C (p) (
Mo

whose effect on the observable

↳Gol +Wh() = ( das
Mo

So we can obtain the physical result

If we turn ps
into a dummy variable

integrating between two scales we

observe·

So far it was all equivalet to
I loop , but now we can integrate
without expanding on2

( = 8)



Let's use now the watching value of 26

in The ow as an input
Co

S= (C)=
Cru
so that the prediction for e. g. the
AdS-CFT model is

Mean = 1)aent
can you now see why & is

referred to as anomalous dimension?

In our perturbative theory 8 is
small so the diversion is not for from I

strongly coupted systems can have scally
far from the usual integer one. An
example is the AdS/ET oughtin which



in
the limit a -> 00 give

a + (* )
zu

with r > 0

but otherwise arbitrary.

We have approximateds
to a constant

,
which is not quite

right since ispus Las its own RGE of

↑
= do & with be constant

Use the claim rule to write

↑
sbatitate the RGE for A and

solve for initial condition

C (1) = Cov

bo = 5/ for 2 fields ,
reproduce this result .



) Operator mixing
We have considered only divergences

proportional to Co - What about

the others ? They would also require
repornalisation of their own constants

but they also bring a new feature,
mixing .

An example we can see diagrammatically
is

Since it will contribute

to (%) but it comes
N from <s or Cg so it

will look live

Fees (a((
That is it requires the renounalisation

of 16 proportional to Cs .

↳ = C
,

"
+ #st



By now we know to do better than

put a Symbol , we can compute
Ove can show thatCo will not

contribute which I leave as an exercise .

ForIs we need the second order variation :

BES(NTHIEUTE : 25454 + 24th Se

+ 8 set 8 9545
=Se [4)]I + 8 24 + ]s4
Next we need the third term in

lg (1 + x) = 1 + x -

+
+ O(xY)

To put it on

: 5
,-cop

d-
c -E! [ it)]2 +

+ Sen Sa Sph

So Son Ss



= + (A)
· dide] tr [4(244+ 1276)4(2447 ETC)I

(4((973) + 89-i/,43
=#En)(d > +eg(

· 84t2 tr(.24 + 2) 34 + 1 25/04T]

E
= i)dxn

(=3)( + y( )]8

-

E-
This will contribute to Cs-2, mixing
& indies that even itIs only was

produced in the UV
, by the time W



get to the IR
,
I would appear .

This is not quite the tell story
because wa have two diagram self .
Let's not compute them but look

at their structure

#
~/s e
~ CARE < P

> mi + my)

These would renormalise fieldsa mass.

Fieldwetakem
= a
which

-would affect 2 running at the save order
as the very first contribution ne

conjected proportional to 260

For the running of the Ci



coefficiants themselves this however is

a second order effect

15= +O
This leavs us with

#
~ /peei
(p) + kY)

where now we cannotreglect external
monatur in the denominator

(called K to destinguish from unerator p)

The last point I want towake
is to do with these contributions &

mixury .



The action of the loop congestation
read not be in the form of the

operation of our bayrs , in particular

% ) <4 B0) + h . c.

might show up & then we have to

use Field-redefinitions again !
These will

,
as before , produce

and "secretly" give us noe mixy

866 FOM

dnot [
Fos+8M 0 +80(()O Use Usg

O Ugs gg

It isaly the final som that is physical .
One would expect any operators to mix
unless there's a symmetry reason , e.g .

it P is a true Goldstre ,
m
.
1
, C ,

26 -> 0



and the symmetry guarantees they won't

appear at loop order
.

Other times however

one finds unexpected cancellations ,
Sel 1409 . 0868 ·

These were explained
with anglitude methods & helicly
selection rules unveiling new properties

of RFTS 1505. 01844 ·

Let us summarise the procedure
then to connect the UV /A) and the IRCK)
when A K

.

·

We match at tree level the

OV & EFT to find the operator's
coefficients & A ,

Cur

· We solve the RGE with initial

condition ( (M =1) = COV

to evolve down to the scale of
our experiment.



Precision can be improved systematically,
next would be watching at1 loop

/setting N =A
im our diagrams > the

evolving the 2-loop RGE which can

be computed in the EFT eta.

Have is also the cara of multipla A is
in the S

.M. we have Mu
, m b

,

ma to

"Cross" if we're going to do known

physics let's say ;
at each energy regie

we repeat the procedure



Summary

The aim of these features was to

give you problems to teach yourselves
about key features of EFTs , so it
is not up to me to write the summary.
Go alead & write here whatever

you
learned that

you
didn't know



--

Compute the C column of the aromalous
dimension matrix by integraty

#

Either with diagray or as sketched

here with functional methods .

i Fee -/( En +r(7562) (- 35)) )↳ -

m2 /l- i2] m2 /l- i2]

= + E([]RTENS"(P +R +Pe+ 04)
↑[ R) ZEITSR) . !

m2(e- Pz -Py)
I
T T-

· CONTI + 8 /STOC 3CB3

et -ma



where row we cannot neglect the ps in the

denominator & we have gove
to

Fourier transformed fields.
The roadmap .

· Use Feynman parameters to
write the devoinator as

= Cod By

· shift the loop movetum to

leave a denominator as

fines in ,
2
Z

(e) - Al
· Do the loop integrals & Keep

only the Expl terms

· Do the x integral
· Go back to (dix ICD) representation



and identify the operators generated

· If 4TYT(DB) is produced upp

the EoM to remove it in favor
al SG

· collect all your results to extract

Sis

-
the End.

Unless you
want

to do it again
For Sg !


